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Abbreviations

VS
QOL
SF36
KPS
EQ-5D-3L
VAS
HB
SB
MS
NS-D
NS-P
WC
IL-1
IL-2
Facial-VAS

Vestibular schwannoma
Quality of life
Short-form health survey thirty six
Karnofsky performance score
European quality of life-5 dimensions-3 levels
Visual analogue scale
House-Brackmann
Sunnybrook Facial Grading System
Morbidity score
Neurological score by doctor
Neurological score by patient
Work capacity
Independent life (question one)
Independent life (question two)
Facial nerve-visual analogue score
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General introduction

Benign tumors comprise over 50% of brain tumors1. Tumors arising in the base
of the skull are mostly included in brain tumors but there are also some tumors
growing in the skull base without extensions to the intracranial compartment.
Benign tumors are more common in the skull base than in the rest of the central
nervous system. Benign skull base lesions encompass several benign tumors
as meningiomas, schwannomas, chordomas, chondromas, chondrosarcomas,
pituitary
tumors,
craniopharyngiomas,
epidermoids,
dermoids,
hemangiopericytomas and solitary fibrous tumors.
In the new WHO classification of brain tumors2, the majority of histological
types of skull base tumors are benign (grade 1) with most of them pertaining
to the groups of mesenchymal, meningiothelial, non –meningiothelial, sellar
region and cranial nerves tumors.
The prognosis and outcome of patients with these lesions have improved
considerably over the last decades and both mortality and morbidity have been
reduced. However, some lesions, due to their size and location, can still pose a
substantial threat to the patients’ life and wellbeing. Due to their indolent
growth, potential surgical evacuation or reduction is not always indicated.
Some of the lesions can also be treated with different modalities of
radiotherapy or ant-cancer drugs and in some patients no treatment at all is
performed.
As mortality and severe morbidity have declined outcome in patients with
benign skull base tumors has focused on different aspects of moderate to light
morbidity3. Although an extensive literature on outcome after surgery of
benign skull base lesions exists evaluation has most often been performed by
the treating surgeon or health provider4. During the last decades an increasing
number of studies take into account the patients’ perspectives but fewer studies
have addressed both the patients and health providers’ assessment in aspects
encompassing quality of life, occupational status and direct morbidity5.
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There is, however, no general consensus on what endpoints should be used in
the evaluation of outcome in patients with benign skull base lesions. Several
tools or outcome measure have been utilized but no standardization has been
accomplished.
Vestibular schwannomas are one of the most common skull base tumors, but
with a particular presentation, location and management. They have been
studied thoroughly in the literature as a model for evaluation and validation of
outcome measurements for skull base tumors in general. Neurological
morbidity in treated or non-treated patients with vestibular schwannomas is
well known to decline by time6 and few surgical or medical therapies have
been tested with the aim to shorten the time of recovery except surgical repair
of sectioned or severely damaged facial nerves7-10. The present studies were
aimed at evaluating different modes and viewpoints of the outcome after
surgical treatment of vestibular schwannomas. Additionally, interventions to
lessen facial nerve morbidity and balance dysfunction were assessed.
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Skull base tumors

Skull base tumors arise from the cranial base or reach it, either from an
intracranial or extracranial origin. A diverse group, these tumors present
unique management challenges because of their relative rarity, typically deep
location, close proximity to critical neurovascular structures, and extensions
beyond anatomic and specialty boundaries11.
Skull base tumors may originate from the neurovascular structures of the base
of the brain and the basal meninges (e.g., meningioma, pituitary adenoma,
schwannoma, paraganglioma), the cranial base bone or cartilage itself (e.g.,
chordoma, chondrosarcoma), or the subcranial structures of the head and neck
(e.g. paranasal sinus carcinomas).
It is a general belief that management of skull base tumors is maximized when
the treatment is undertaken in a multidisciplinary fashion, utilizing the
expertise of medical, surgical, and radiotherapeutic specialists12.
A unified classification system does not exist for the plethora of pathologies.
Classifications based on location are useful for clinical and pathologic
correlation due to the relatively constant constellation of signs and symptoms
produced by tumors located in specific regions of the skull base and due to the
propensity for certain tumor pathologies to have a regional specificity.
Anatomic classification was suggested as following: region I lesions
(anterior), region II lesions (anterior-lateral), region III lesions (lateralposterior) and lesions that invaded more than one anatomic site 13.
Tumor location is also the prime determinant of the surgical approach that is
selected. Whereas location is the most important consideration for surgical
planning, the tumors biologic behaviour also has an impact on the choice of
therapy for example when radiotherapy is to prefer or when surgical de-bulking
can be the best choice14.
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Some tumors, such as meningiomas and schwannomas, may require extensive
surgical excision in order to lessen preoperative morbidity but this measure
also bears a risk for additional or new morbidity15, 16. Malignant pathologies
such as paranasal sinus carcinomas mostly require a combined approach
encompassing chemotherapy, surgical excision, and radiation therapy (RT) to
achieve local control and possibly cure17. In general, the outcome of surgery
for basal tumors depends on the type, size, and location of the neoplasm,
patient’s age and general medical status, and extent of preoperative neurologic
disability18. Large tumor size, encasement of major cerebral arteries, invasion
of the cavernous sinus and severe brain stem compression can necessitate
incomplete tumor resection, whereas older age and low preoperative
Karnofsky score have been associated with increased risk of stroke and longer
hospital stay19.

Vestibular schwannoma
The tumor is a benign primary intracranial tumors derived from myelinforming cells of the vestibular part of the vestibulocochlear nerve (8th cranial
nerve). Although it has previously been called acoustic neurinoma, this a
misnomer for two reasons. Firstly, the tumor arises from the vestibular division
of the vestibulocochlear nerve, rather than the cochlear division. Secondly, it
is derived from the Schwann cells of the associated nerve, rather than the actual
neurons (neurinoma). Consequently, the correct name is vestibular
schwannoma.

Epidemiology
Approximately 2,000 to 3,000 cases are diagnosed each year in the United
States (6 to 9 per million persons) 20. Most recent publications suggest that the
incidence of vestibular schwannoma is rising because of advances in MRI
scanning. Studies in Denmark showed an annual incidence of 11.5 per million
over 25 years, with a reported incidence increasing dramatically in each
successive period studied21.
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Anatomy
The vestibulocochlear nerve consists of two divisions: the cochlear and the two
vestibular nerves.
The cochlear nerve travels away from the cochlea of the inner ear where it
starts as the spiral ganglia. Processes from the organ of Corti conduct afferent
transmission to the spiral ganglia. The inner hair cells of the organ of Corti are
responsible for activation of afferent receptors in response to pressure waves
reaching the basilar membrane through the transduction of sound (see fig 1).

Fig 1.
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The vestibular nerve travels from the vestibular system of the inner ear. The
vestibular ganglion houses the cell bodies of the bipolar neurons and extends
processes to five sensory organs. Three of these are the cristae located in the
ampullae of the semicircular canals. Hair cells of the cristae activate afferent
receptors in response to rotational acceleration. The other two sensory organs
supplied by the vestibular neurons are the maculae of the saccule and utricle.
Hair cells of the maculae in the utricle activate afferent receptors in response
to linear acceleration while hair cells of the maculae in the saccule respond to
vertically directed linear force (see fig 2).

Fig 2
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Etiology
There is no single etiologic factor responsible for the formation of vestibular
schwannomas but several factors have been proposed. With the exception for
the Neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2) syndrome most vestibular schwannomas
occur spontaneously without any evidence of family history (90%) 22. NF2
occurs with a frequency of 1 in 30,000 to 1 in 50,000 births23. The hallmark of
this disorder is bilateral vestibular schwannomas (vestibular schwannomas on
both sides) usually developing in late childhood or early adulthood, frequently
associated with other brain and spinal cord tumors.

Environmental
Several factors have been claimed to be associated with increased incidence of
VS. Electromagnetic fields have been implied but the majority of studies have
not found any association between the use of cellular phones and the incidence
of vestibular schwannomas but with tumour growth24. Nevertheless, some
reports does recommend that frequent cellular phone users use a hands free
device to enable separation of the device from the head25.
Other studies have suggested exposure to loud noise on a consistent basis, but
this has not been confirmed in a larger study26. One study showed a relationship
between vestibular schwannomas and prior exposure to head and neck
radiation, and a concomitant history of having had a parathyroid adenoma
(tumor found in proximity to the thyroid gland controlling calcium
metabolism) 27.

Genetic
The molecular mechanisms of sporadic, non-syndromal vestibular
schwannomas are generally unknown; however mutations in the NF2 gene
located on the long arm of chromosome 22 (22q12) and other genes are found
in many patients with varying penetrance28.
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The cornerstone of cellular transformation and proliferation of Schwann cells
toward schwannomas has been attributed to the non-expression of normal
schwannomin/merlin (S/M) protein by these cells. S/M is the normal NF2 gene
product. Lack of normal S/M protein in the schwannoma cell is due to gene
mutation in 50% of sporadic VS. In the other cases, epigenetic factors or
activation of protease cascade contribute to ineffective S/M. However, it is
recognized that these interactions activate several pathways that might regulate
cell-cycle process, apoptosis and intercellular interaction29.
For a subset of VS without detectable gene alterations, promoter inactivation
by hypermethylation has been suggested that NF2 gene inactivation by
promoter hypermethylation is a rare or very uncommon mechanism of NF2
gene inactivation in sporadic VS30.

Signs and symptoms
Clinical presentation of VS depends mainly on the grade of tumor (see table
1).The first symptom of patients with a vestibular schwannoma is unexplained
unilateral sensorineural hearing loss, meaning there is damage to the inner ear
(cochlea) or nerve pathways from the inner ear to the brain. It most often
involves a reduction in both sound level and speech discrimination. In about
70 percent of cases there is a high frequency pattern of loss31.
Unilateral tinnitus is also a hallmark symptom of vestibular schwannoma. Not
all patients with tinnitus have vestibular schwannoma and not all VS patients
have tinnitus. However, the majority experience tinnitus both before and after
treatment.
Since the balance portion of the eighth nerve is where the tumor arises,
unsteadiness, dizziness and vertigo, may occur during the growth of the tumor.
Eventually when vestibular function is fully deafferetiated the contralateral
functioning side can take over function, a phenomena called vestibular
compensation32. Thus in some patients balance dysfunction can be attenuated
or nearly disappear. Balance or vertigo is the third most common symptom in
patients with vestibular schwannomas (50% incidence) 33.
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The onset of these may be subtle, like unsteadiness in the dark or on uneven
ground or surface, and be dismissed as age related decline. These symptoms
tend to occur later in the development of the tumor.
The physician should distinguish between peripheral and central balance
problems in evaluation of VS. Peripheral balance problems affect inner ear
vestibular structures as well as the vestibular portion of the eighth cranial
nerve. Such pathology diminishes available sensory information regarding
head position and movement. These disorders include neuritis, labyrinthitis,
bilateral vestibular loss, Meniere’s, BPPV, and vestibulopathy following
surgical procedures (e.g. labyrinthectomy and vestibular schwannoma).
Central balance problems primarily involve the vestibular nuclear complex and
the cerebellum, as well as structures of the reticular activating system,
midbrain, and higher centers of cortical function. Pathology of the central
vestibular structures affects integration and processing of sensory input from
the vestibular, visual, and somatosensory systems. The most common causes
include brainstem strokes, head trauma, migraine-related vestibulopathy,
multiple sclerosis, and cerebellar degeneration34.
Larger tumors can compress the trigeminal nerve (CN V), causing facial
numbness and tingling - constantly or intermittently. The facial nerve (CN VII)
is, rather counterintuitively, rarely affected in the same way; however, due to
its proximity to some structures of the inner and middle ear, it can be damaged
during radiological treatment or surgical removal of the tumor, particularly in
the case of large tumors. Treatment related damage is far more frequent and
lead to weakness or paralysis of the face. Taste, a sensation that reflects
sweetness, sourness, saltiness, and bitterness, is also a function of the
intermediate nerve, a portion of the facial nerve35.
Recurring headaches is an uncommon symptom, also tending to occur only in
cases of larger tumors. Large tumors may cause disabling and life-threatening
symptoms that compress the adjacent brain stem and may also affect other local
cranial nerves. The ninth and tenth cranial nerves are uncommonly involved,
but their involvement may lead to swallowing and voice dysfunction. Larger
tumors may also lead to increased intracranial pressure directly or secondary
to hydrocephalus, with its associated symptoms such as headache, vomiting,
clumsy gait and mental confusion. This can be a life-threatening complication
requiring urgent treatment.
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Diagnosis
Routine auditory tests may reveal a loss of hearing and speech discrimination
(the patient may hear sounds in that ear, but cannot comprehend what is being
said). Pure tone audiometry should be performed to effectively evaluate
hearing in both ears. The clinical criteria for follow up testing for AN is a 15 dB
differential in thresholds between ears for three consecutive frequencies36.
Auditory brainstem responses is a test (a.k.a. ABR) that has been reported to
be a more cost effective screening alternative to MRI for those at low risk of
VS37. This test provides information on the passage of an electrical impulse
along the circuit from the inner ear to the brainstem pathways. A vestibular
schwannoma can interfere with the passage of this electrical impulse through
the hearing nerve at the site of tumor growth in the internal auditory canal,
even when hearing is still essentially normal. This implies the possible
diagnosis of a vestibular schwannoma when the test result is abnormal. An
abnormal auditory brainstem response test should then be followed by a MRI.
The sensitivity of this test is proportional to the tumor size - the smaller the
tumor, the more likely is a false negative result; small tumors within the
auditory canal will often be missed38. However, since these tumors would
usually be watched rather than treated, the clinical significance of overlooking
them may be negligible.
Advances in scanning and testing have made possible the identification of
small vestibular schwannomas (those still confined to the internal auditory
canal). Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) using Gadolinium as an enhancing
contrast medium is the preferred diagnostic test for identifying vestibular
schwannomas (see Fig 3)39. The image clearly defines a vestibular
schwannoma if it is present and this technique can identify tumors measuring
down to 5 millimetres or less in diameter depending on the slice thickness).
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Fig 3.

Contrast MRI showing right vestibular
schwannoma also with evidence of tumor
in
the
internal
auditory
canal.
When an MRI is not available or cannot be
performed, a computerized tomography
scan (CT scan) with contrast is suggested
for patients in whom a vestibular
schwannoma
is
suspected.
The
combination of CT scan and audiogram
approach the reliability of MRI in making
the diagnosis of vestibular schwannoma40.

Table 1. Different classification systems for vestibular schwannomas, mainly based on the size and extension
of tumour outside IAC.
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Neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2)
The diagnostic criteria for NF2 has been established by a consensus of
experts41.
A person is thought to have NF2 if they have:



Confirmed (definite) diagnosis of NF2
Bilateral Vestibular schwannomas

(Probable) diagnosis of NF2



Family history of NF2 AND
Unilateral vestibular schwannomas or any 2 of the following tumor
types: meningioma, glioma, schwannoma, juvenile posterior
subcapsular lenticular opacity, juvenile cortical cataract.

A person should be evaluated for NF2 if the conditions below are met:
Unilateral vestibular schwannoma plus at least two of any of the following:
meningioma, glioma, schwannoma, juvenile posterior subcapsular lenticular
opacities/juvenile cortical cataract, or more meningiomas plus unilateral
vestibular schwannoma or any 2 of the following: glioma, schwannoma,
juvenile posterior subcapsular lenticular opacities/juvenile cortical cataract

Management
There are four treatment options available to a patient. These options are
observation, microsurgical removal, radiation (radiosurgery or radiotherapy)
and medical treatment. Determining which treatment to choose involves
consideration of many factors including the size of the tumor, its location, the
patient's age, physical health and current symptoms but also the patients’ own
opinion42-50. Many vestibular schwannomas are managed by a noninterventional approach, also called wait and see, consisting of a periodic
monitoring of the patient's neurological status including audiograms, serial
imaging studies, and the use of hearing aids when appropriate51. One of the last
great obstacles in the management of vestibular schwannomas is hearing
preservation and/or rehabilitation after hearing loss. Hearing loss is both a
symptom and concomitant risk, regardless of the treatment option chosen.
Treatment does not restore hearing already lost, though there are a few rare
cases of hearing recovery reported52.
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Observation
Since vestibular schwannomas tend to be slow-growing and are benign tumors
(see Fig. 4), careful observation over a period of time may be appropriate for
some patients51, 53. When a small tumor is discovered in an older patient,
observation to determine the growth rate of the tumor may be indicated if
serious symptoms are not present. There is now good evidence from large
observational studies suggesting that many small tumors in older individuals
do not grow, thus allowing tumors with no growth to be observed
successfully54. If the tumor grows, treatment may become necessary. Another
example of a group of patients for whom observation may be indicated includes
patients with a tumor in their only hearing or better hearing ear, particularly
when the tumor is of a size that hearing preservation with treatment would be
unlikely55. In this group of patients, MRI is used to follow the growth pattern.
Treatment is recommended if either the hearing is lost or the tumor size
becomes life-threatening, thus allowing the patient to retain hearing for as long
as possible.
Current studies suggest surgeons should observe small vestibular
schwannomas (those 1.5 cm or less) unless treatment is aimed at hearing
preservation56.
Over a period of 10 years of observation with no treatment, significant number
of patients with small tumors (and therefore minimal symptoms) lose
functional hearing on the affected side; this percentage is higher than that for
patients actively treated with hearing-preserving microsurgery or
radiosurgery57.

Fig 4. Showing different growth rates
for VS according to stage at diagnosis.
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Surgery
The goals of surgery are to control the tumor, preserve function of the involved
nerves (i.e. those involved in facial musculature and hearing) and minimize
other morbidity. Preservation of hearing is an important goal for patients who
present with functional hearing, but surgery cannot restore hearing already lost.
Microsurgical tumor removal can be done at one of three levels: subtotal
removal, near total removal or total tumor removal. Many tumors can be
entirely removed by surgery. Microsurgical techniques and instruments, along
with the operating microscope, have greatly reduced the surgical risks of total
tumor removal. Subtotal removal is indicated if complete removal would
increase the risk for permanent morbidity58. In these cases, the residual tumor
should be followed for risk of growth (approximately 35%). If the residual
grows further, additional treatment will likely be required but with the reduced
tumor size radiotherapy can often be offered. Periodic MRI studies are
important to follow the potential growth rate of any tumor. Near total tumor
removal is used when small areas of the tumor are so adherent to the facial
nerve or other eloquent structures that total removal would result in facial
weakness.
There are four main surgical approaches for the removal of a vestibular
schwannoma: translabyrinthine, retrosigmoid/sub-occipital, presigmoid and
middle fossa, see table 2. The approach used for each individual person is
based on several factors such as tumor size, location, skill and experience of
the surgeon, and whether hearing preservation is a goal. Each of the surgical
approaches has advantages and disadvantages in terms of ease of tumor
removal, likelihood of preservation of facial nerve function and hearing, and
post-operative complications
The translabyrinthine approach59 may be preferred by the surgical team when
the patient has no useful hearing, or when an attempt to preserve hearing would
be impractical. The incision for this approach is located behind the ear and
allows excellent exposure of the internal auditory canal and tumor. Since the
surgical corridor goes directly through the inner ear, this results in permanent
and complete hearing loss in that ear. Many patients with medium to large VS
have no functional hearing in the ear anyway, so this may not be an issue. The
surgeon has the advantage of knowing the location of the facial nerve prior to
tumor dissection and removal. Any size of tumor can be removed with this
approach and this approach affords the least likelihood of long-term
postoperative headaches.
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The incision for the retrosigmoid/sub-occipital approach60 is located in a
slightly different location. This approach creates an opening in the skull behind
the mastoid part of the ear, near the back of the head on the side of the tumor.
The surgeon exposes the tumor from its posterior (back) surface, thereby
getting a very good view of the tumor in relation to the brainstem. When
removing large tumors through this approach, the facial nerve can be exposed
by early drilling of the internal auditory canal.
Any size tumor can be removed with this approach. One of the main
advantages of the retrosigmoid approach is the possibility of preserving
hearing. A disadvantage lies in the risk of long-term postoperative headache
especially when large craniectomy will leave significant communication
between the intracranial and extracranial compartments. Several explanations
for the post craniectomy headache have been proposed as dural irritation from
adhering neck muscles, muscular dysfunction and damage to the lesser
occipital nerves60.
The middle fossa approach61 goes above the outer ear and the internal auditory
canal and is utilized primarily for the purpose of hearing preservation in
patients with small tumors, typically confined to the internal auditory canal. A
small window of bone is opened in the temporal bone to allow exposure of the
tumor from the upper surface of the internal auditory canal while preserving
the inner ear structures.
The presigmoid approach62 is less utilized but uses a similar skin incision as
the translabyrinthine approach but preserves the inner ear and the labyrinth
thereby offering a chance for hearing preservation. The drawbacks are a small
surgical corridor and difficulties reaching the fundus of the inner auditory
canal.
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Table 2.Summary of advantages and disadvantages of major three surgical approaches for VS resection.

Radiotherapy
Another treatment option for a vestibular schwannoma is radiotherapy.
Stereotactic radiation can be delivered as single fraction stereotactic
radiosurgery (SRS) or as multi-session fractionated stereotactic radiotherapy
(FSR) 63. Both techniques are performed in the outpatient setting, not requiring
general anaesthesia or a hospital stay. The purpose of these techniques is to
arrest the growth of the tumor.
All types of radiation therapy for vestibular schwannomas may result in "tumor
control" in which some tumor cells gradually die and necrosis occurs64. Tumor
control means that the tumor growth may slow or stop and, in some cases, the
tumor may shrink in size65.
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In other words, radiation cannot remove the tumor like microsurgery would.
Tumors under 2.5 - 3.0 cm (maximum diameter: size) or 8-10 ml, in volume
without significant involvement of the brainstem, are more favorable for
radiation treatment66.
Side effects can occur when radiation affects the brainstem or cranial nerves.
Re-irradiation can be performed but increases the risk for morbidity67.
In single dose treatments, hundreds of small beams of radiation are aimed at
the tumor. This results in a concentrated dose of radiation to the tumor and
diminishes exposure of surrounding brain tissues to the radiation. Many
patients have been successfully treated this way. Facial weakness or numbness,
in the hands of experienced radiation physicians, occurs in only a small percent
of cases68. Hearing can be preserved in some cases but often slowly deteriorates
over years69.
Radiated patients require lifetime follow-up with MRI scans. Follow-up after
SRS and FSR typically involves an MRI scan and audiogram at six months or
one year, then yearly for several years, then every second or third year
indefinitely to make sure the tumor does not start to grow again70. Patients
should understand there have been rare reports of malignant degeneration (a
benign tumor becoming malignant) after radiotherapy71. In some cases, all
tumor cells are not affected and the tumor continues to grow. In those
instances, another treatment is necessary - either microsurgery or sometimes
additional radiotherapy.
Studies are beginning to appear for the other modalities. All of the techniques
use computers to create three dimensional models of the tumor and
surrounding neural structures. Radiation physicists then create dosimetry maps
showing the level of radiation to be received by the tumor and the normal
tissues. Surgeons, radiation therapists and physicists then modify the dosimetry
to maximize tumor doses and minimize radiation toxicity to surrounding
normal tissues. Treatments generally last 30–60 minutes. Just like for surgery,
the experience of the team in treating vestibular schwannomas with all
modalities (surgery and radiation) can affect outcomes.
There are a multitude of studies supporting short-term (<5 yrs.) and longerterm (over 10 yrs.) tumor control with radiation72.
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Medical treatment
Many studies suggested that the inhibition of the vascular endothelial growth
factor (VEGF)-pathway with bevacizumab (Avastin) anti-VEGF monoclonal
antibody could result in hearing improvement, reduction of the tumor volume
or both in adults 73,74. Avastin has mostly been used in patients with NF2 and
there are no long term studies but reports of re-growth after cessation of
treatment. Based on genomic, transcriptomic, proteomic and methylation
assays specific inhibitors of tumor signalling pathways are beginning to be
tested also in VS patients.
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Outcome measures

Outcome measures from health providers and
patients
Outcome after surgical treatment has formerly reflected the surgeons view with
little emphasis on the patients’ perspective. In benign lesions where alternative
non-surgical treatments sometimes are available it becomes essential to
evaluate not only the short time medical results but also the long-time
consequences after treatment. With the introduction of quality of life
instruments and other patient based outcome tools this has changed but most
often the results have not been related to other outcome data75.

Morbidity and mortality
Clinical endpoints of VS treatment include the prevention of disease- or
treatment-associated mortality, the avoidance of major neurologic
complications (e.g. brainstem or cerebellar damage), tumor control and the
preservation of cranial nerve function, the latter focusing mainly on the motor
component of the facial nerve and on hearing. Less emphasis has been placed
on symptom relief76. Generally, disease related mortality or treatment related
mortality is very low (less than 1%) 77.
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Usually reports after surgical intervention are focusing on general
complications78 (see table 2 below for VS surgery complications) and some
pathology related morbidities, which may skew the interpretations that needed
to help in decision making for management of this specific pathology.

Table 3.Major complications of vestibular schwannoma microsurgery showing that CSF leak is the most
common complication (Betka 2014).

Quality of life
There has been a gradual introduction and acceptance of the notion that
morbidity, quality of life and performance can de differentially appreciated by
the patient and health provider79. Application of generic and specific measures
of health status and quality of life in different diseases is therefore increasing8084
. Four strategies for using these measures are separate generic and specific
measures, modified generic measures, disease-specific supplements, and
batteries. The preferred strategy depends on project aims, methodological
concerns, and practical (logistical) constraints. Generic measures are necessary
to compare outcomes across different populations and interventions,
particularly for cost-effectiveness studies85.
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Disease-specific measures are used to compare patients with the same disease
but does not give any general apprehension of morbidity or incapacity. Specific
measures may be more sensitive for the detection and quantification of small
changes that are important to clinicians or patients. Comparative studies are
needed for the validity, reliability, and responsiveness of generic and diseasespecific measures in the same population, in minority and age-specific
groups86.
In skull base tumors and vestibular schwannomas in particular, quality of life
either generic or specific measures are widely used nowadays. Several QOL
tools have been used for evaluation of surgical intervention against benign
CNS tumors with the SF36 questionnaire being the most commonly utilized87.
Although SF36 is validated, it is still a generic (non-disease specific)
questionnaire. EQ5D88 is another generic QOL score with less complexity than
SF36. Addressing the socio-economic aspects of QOL like work status and
independent life are alternatives or complimentary tools to measure outcome.
Disease-specific measures assess quality of life in vestibular schwannomas like
PANQOL89 which covers both neurological symptoms related to vestibular
schwannoma (face, balance and hearing) and QOL related issues (energy,
anxiety and pain). It has been shown to correlate to SF 36 but has been
criticized for lack of coverage of other symptoms related to the disease 90 and
it is also quite complicated and laborious to fill in.

SF36
The short form health survey 36 (SF36) is one of a series of patient-oriented
self-assessment questionnaires that have been developed as a general outcome
measurement tool for health status after medical and surgical treatments. In
contrast to patient-oriented but condition-specific measures, this general
measurement tool attempts to assess aspects of health that are important for all
patients, and not just those with vestibular schwannoma. Furthermore, the
questionnaire has been applied to a large number of healthy people so as to
produce a reference series of population norms that can be used to show how
treated outcomes deviate from health standards in the normal population. The
SF36 has been well characterized and found to have a high degree of patient
acceptability while maintaining internal validity and consistency on repeated
testing.
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The SF-36 includes one multi-item scale that assesses eight health concepts:
1) limitations in physical activities because of health problems; 2) limitations
in social activities because of physical or emotional problems; 3) limitations in
usual role activities because of physical health problems; 4) bodily pain; 5)
general mental health (psychological distress and well-being); 6) limitations in
usual role activities because of emotional problems; 7) vitality (energy and
fatigue); and 8) general health perceptions.
In our work (paper 1), responses were collected and scores calculated for every
domain. Sums for physical components (PC) and mental components (MC)
were calculated for each. The scores were compared with normal values for
the corresponding age and gender matched Swedish norms by relative indices
(patient score/normal score).

EQ5D
EQ-5D is a standardized instrument for measuring generic health status. The
health status measured with EQ-5D is used for estimating preference weight
for that health status. EQ-5D is one of the most commonly used generic health
status measurement, and its good validity and reliability have been reported in
various health conditions ref). Many studies have used this instrument to
measure quality of life after surgical intervention for skull base tumors (ref).
The EQ-5D questionnaire contains two components; health state description
and evaluation.
In the description part, health status is measured by five dimensions (5D) and
in three levels for each dimension; mobility, self-care, usual activities,
pain/discomfort, and anxiety/depression. The mobility dimension asks about
the person's walking ability. The self-care dimension asks about the ability to
wash or dress by oneself, and usual activities dimension measures performance
in "work, study, housework, family or leisure activities". In pain/discomfort
dimension, it asks how much pain or discomfort they have, and in
anxiety/depression dimension, it asks how much anxious or depressed they are.
The respondents self-rate their level of severity for each dimension using threelevel (EQ-5D-3L) or five-level (EQ-5D-5L) scale.
In the evaluation part, the respondents evaluate their overall health status using
the visual analogue scale (EQ-VAS) 88.
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The EQ-5D, version 2 (five dimensions, three levels) questionnaire was used
as a tool to measure quality of life (www.euroqol.org) in our current research.
The scores from the five questions were calculated and transformed to an index
between -∞ and 1. EQ-5D VAS responses were scored on a continuous scale
(0-100).

Independent life assessment
In our project, we introduced two specific questions about self-dependence
(IL-1) and satisfaction (IL-2) were used to calculate independent life scores for
the age group ≥64 years. The answers were tabulated to a 0-100 scale giving
scores for these outcome factors for every patient in this age group, see table
4.
-Independent life (IL) responses were tabulated to scores: feeling of
satisfaction (IL1) and feeling of dependence (IL2):
Much better

100

Better

75

Unchanged

50

Worse

25

Much worse

0

Table 4.Independent life scoring system: five options, every answer has its equivalent value (numerical), the
highest, the best.

Functional status
KPS (Karnofsky performance scale)
The Karnofsky Performance Scale allows patients to be classified as to their
functional impairment (see table 5). This can be used to compare effectiveness
of different therapies and to assess the prognosis in individual patients. The
lower the Karnofsky score, the worse the survival for most serious illnesses91.
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Definitions

Rating (%)

100

Criteria

Normal no complaints;
evidence of disease.

no

Able to carry on normal
Able to carry on normal activity and to 90 activity; minor signs or
work; no special care needed.
symptoms of disease.
Normal activity with effort;
80 some signs or symptoms of
disease.
Cares for self; unable to carry
70 on normal activity or to do
active work.
Unable to work; able to live at home and
Requires occasional assistance,
care for most personal needs; varying 60 but is able to care for most of his
amount of assistance needed.
personal needs.
Requires
considerable
50 assistance and frequent medical
care.
40

Disabled; requires special care
and assistance.

Severely disabled; hospital
30 admission is indicated although
Unable to care for self; requires
death not imminent.
equivalent of institutional or hospital
Very sick; hospital admission
care; disease may be progressing
20 necessary; active supportive
rapidly.
treatment necessary.
10

Moribund; fatal processes
progressing rapidly.

0

Dead

Table 5. Karnofsky Performance Status Scale: in the first column the crude definition then rating and criteria.
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Neurological outcome measurement
Neurological symptoms comprise the more part of morbidity before and after
treatment of CNS tumors but other symptoms as headache and eye irritation
also prevail. Despite this no specific scales intended to recapitulate all
neurological morbidity have been used in CNS tumors. Due to the site specific
neurological morbidity general neurological scales as NIHSS are of little use.
Most of the reports of outcome after surgery of vestibular schwannomas have
concentrated on the eighth and seventh cranial nerves (PANQOL), thus
omitting symptoms from other cranial nerves, cerebellum and brainstem92.
As previously mentioned neurological outcome is most commonly reported as
tabulated symptoms assessed by the physician or specific scales of cochlear
and facial nerve function93. Few reports have tried to compile assessments from
both health providers and patients94.

Morbidity score (MS)
This is a new patient assessed morbidity score introduced and used by us with
the intention to encompass all disease related symptoms for vestibular
schwannomas including secondary symptoms as disturbance of vision, eye
irritation and headache. Additionally, the score reports patient experienced
symptoms that are not easily appreciated in routine clinical examinations as
gait, eye irritation, headache etc.
A new questionnaire where patients scored their specific morbidity was used
and summarized as a total score (0-48). The score consists of 16 questions with
four possible levels (0 = severely affected or absent, 1 = moderately affected,
2 = slightly affected and 3 = normal, not affected).
Patient respond by ticking one of the choices for every symptom, then calculate
the total score is calculated (0-48) (see table 6).
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Table 6. Our custom made questionnaire for morbidity score: Four levels, three points for every normal
symptom (0, 1, 2, 3), the higher the best.

Facial nerve function outcome measurements
Evaluation of facial nerve function and dysfunction, even after
cerebellopontine angle surgery, has been very heterogeneous with up to 19
different scales or scores described in the literature95-99. The ones most
extensively used for iatrogenic facial nerve damage are the HouseBrackmann100 (see table 7) and the Sunnybrook facial nerve grading101.
Although the House-Brackmann facial nerve scale was formerly the golden
standard to evaluate facial nerve function after surgery of CPA tumours, the
drawbacks of the score as subjectivity and crudeness lead to use of other scales
as May, Facial nerve grading 2.0 (a development of the House Brackmann
scale) and Sunnybrook where the latter has gained status as the optimal tool 102.
However, there are few reports of facial nerve repair that have utilized the
Sunnybrook scale.
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The May scale was specifically devised to assess function after overall facial
nerve repair and has mostly been used for this purpose.
The specific scales for patient graded assessment of facial function, Facial
Disability Index103 and Facial Clinometric Evaluation104 use a mixture of direct
and indirect aspects of facial dysfunction also addressing quality of life aspects
after facial nerve injury. This makes them less suitable for specific assessment
of facial nerve function.

Table 7.Hous-Brackman Grade for facial nerve paralysis. The higher, the worse.
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In our study, all patients with facial nerve repair were also re-admitted
to the outpatient clinic and assessed for facial nerve function using
House-Brackmann (HB), Sunnybrook (SB), May scales and our custom
made facial visual analogue scale (FVAS: 0-100). The latter is newly
introduced as patient assessed outcome measurement for facial nerve
function. It mimics visual analogue but the question is directed to how
do the patient feel regarding his facial function status.

Work capacity
Work capacity could be regarded as a summation of physical and cognitive
capacity in individuals and would as such reflect these features without the
need of rigorous testing. However, the definition of work capacity is not fixed
but can vary by time, socio-economic circumstances and social welfare
benefits. During the time frame of this study several of these factors have
changed in Sweden and may have influenced the outcome of this study.
Work status has been used as an outcome measure after treatment of vestibular
schwannomas but there has been little discussion on work issues in different
communities (social insurance, pension rules, and employment rate). The
Danish study by Tos et al is the most relevant reference to our study due to
similarities in employment policies and regulations105.
In our first paper, a specific query regarding work status was sent to patients
under 64 years; encompassing information about: return to work or not, time
between surgery and return to work, and percentage of work capacity after
surgical treatment. Work capacity scores were calculated by multiplying
percentage of fulltime work by time to return score: % of fulltime work × score
for time until return to work.
Other measurements for work status were used in our research like: lost work
or percent of work post operatively.
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Facial nerve repair
Many factors have been reported to increase the risk of facial nerve injury
during surgery for CPA tumours in general and vestibular schwannoma in
particular7, 8. Tumour size is considered the most important factor but other
factors as using or not using intraoperative monitoring, type of tumour and
relation of the nerve to the lesion, age of patients and surgeons experience have
also been reported106-108. Although complete sectioning of facial nerve during
this type of surgery is rare it can occur especially when the nerve has spread
out over the tumour capsule.
There have been few larger series reporting the outcome after facial nerve
repair in vestibular schwannoma surgery. The incidence of facial nerve repair
has been reported to be 3-11% cited studies109-111.
Most previous reports recommend an intraoperative direct anastomosis or with
an interposed sural graft if facial nerve sectioning has occurred 112. Other
methods including facial-hypoglossal anastomosis and cross-face techniques
have been reported but without comparison with other methods113. These
techniques are mostly used when the stumps of the facial nerve have not been
identified or when the facial nerve function has not been restored
postoperatively making the comparison difficult with intraoperative repair
techniques.

Vestibular nerve deafferentation
Surgical and non-surgical vestibular deafferentation has been tried in
pathologies with vestibular dysfunction as Meniere’s disease with good
effects114, 115. The physiologic rationale for surgical vestibular ablation is based
on the fact that compensation for peripheral vestibular dysfunction seems to be
more rapid when unilateral vestibular dysfunction is fixed rather than
fluctuating and the absence of unilateral peripheral input to vestibular stimuli
is more easily compensated, compared with a disordered vestibular input.
Slow destruction of the vestibular end-organ with transtympanic gentamicin,
in contrast to the immediate destruction with labyrinthectomy or nerve section,
may also allow the central vestibular system to compensate more effectively116.
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Transtympanic gentamicin vestibular deafferentation was originally reported
in one patient with a conservatively treated vestibular schwannoma117.
We have introduced the scheduled use of preoperative vestibular
deafferentation by transtympanic gentamicin injections in patients with
remaining vestibular function and incomplete compensation. The treatment has
been combined with a vestibular training program constituting the ¨PREHAB¨
therapy.
By this procedure vestibular compensation could be achieved preoperatively
and patients did not report dizziness or vertigo postoperatively118.
However, transtympanic gentamicin treatment confers a risk for cochlear
damage and we could record similar rates of high frequency hearing loss as in
patients treated with transtympanic gentamicin in Meniere’s disease119.
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Methodological considerations

Data collection
Data collection for the patient material in this study was variable: our data base,
medical records, standard questionnaires and our custom questionnaires. Also,
variable methods of collection were used: retrospective, prospective or readmission to the outpatient clinic. As there is always the question of the
validity of retrospective studies we aimed to make a comparison between
similar retrospective and prospective patient questionnaires.

Statistical analysis
Using univariate and multivariate linear or logistic regression analysis. The
purposes of regression analysis are identified by following120: (1) To define
independent variables influencing dependent variable, (2) providing
relationship between independent variable and dependent variable (in other
words, when one unit of independent variables change, a researcher can know
the amount of changes in dependent variable), (3) estimating the dependent
variables according to the changes of a set of independent variables. In sum,
when the goal is to understand (including predicting and explaining) the causal
influence on a population outcome, regression analysis can be a powerful tool.
Despite the above utilities and usefulness, the technique of regression analysis
suffers from the following serious limitations:
It is assumed that the cause and effect relationship between the variables
remains unchanged. This assumption may not always hold good and hence
estimation of the values of a variable made on the basis of the regression
equation may lead to erroneous and misleading results.
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The functional relationship that is established between any two or more
variables on the basis of some limited data may not hold good if more and more
data are taken into consideration.
It involves very lengthy and complicated procedure of calculations and
analysis.
Theoretically univariate and multivariate regression analysis are intended for
parametric data but no equivalent test exists for non-parametric data.
Therefore, it is customary to use the analysis also in the latter group, this may
however lead to erroneous results.
Based on the multivariate analysis a regression tree was made (paper1). All
statistical computations were performed with the statistical freeware software
R-project (http://www.R-project.org/)
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Aims of the thesis

Paper 1
To evaluate tools to measure outcome in a retrospective cohort of patients with
vestibular schwannomas that have undergone surgery, gamma lesion or no
treatment between1978–2010. SF36 is a validated tool for assessment of
quality of live after medical interventions. We have collected data from
patients that have undergone surgical treatment for vestibular schwannomas in
Lund between 1978 and 2000. Data have been collected from a questionnaire
sent to the patients and additional data have been sampled from medical
records. A similar questionnaire was sent to patients treated with gamma
lesions (stereotactic radiotherapy) and patients not treated at all. Specifically
the QOL instrument SF 36 was compared to other pre, per and postoperative
factors as tumor size, age, gender and the time to work return or return to an
independent life.

Paper 2
To evaluate the use of EQ5D, heath provider and patient derived
questionnaires as tools to measure outcome in a retrospective and a prospective
cohort of patients operated for vestibular schwannomas between 2001 and
2010. From 2007 a prospective database has been used to collect data from
patients surgically treated for benign lesions in the posterior fossa. QOL is here
assessed by the shorter questionnaire EQ5D. By using the same instruments, a
retrospective questionnaire will be sent to patients treated surgically, by
radiotherapy or not treated between 2000 and 2007. The two populations will
then be compared in order to validate the retrospective data collection and to
further refine the tools used for prospective cohorts.
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Paper 3
To investigate the outcome of patients who have undergone surgical repair of
sectioned facial nerves with tools elaborated in aims 1 and 2. By using the tools
validated in Paper 1 and 2 patients that have undergone nerve transplantation
and/or anastomosis were compared with a matched group that have not
undergone nerve repair but have had a similar degree of facial nerve paralysis.
The aim of this study was be to evaluate the tools used in 1 and 2 but also to
assess the benefit of surgical repair of sectioned or damaged facial nerves
during surgery of benign tumors with close proximity to the facial nerve.

Paper 4
To investigate the outcome of patients that have undergone vestibular nerve
deafferentation by transtympanic gentamicin before surgery for vestibular
schwannoma, utilizing tools used in aims one and two. Based on our previous
results showing superior postoperative posturography results after
deafferentation we attempted to evaluate whether also other outcome
measurements were altered after this preoperative treatment.
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Results and Discussion

Paper 1: Age, gender and tumour size predict work
capacity after surgical treatment of vestibular
schwannomas
In the group < 64 years age, gender and tumour diameter were independent
predictive factors for postoperative work capacity. A high-risk group was
identified in females with age >50 years and tumor diameter>25mm by
multivariate analysis. In patients ≥64, gender and tumor diameter were
significant predictive factors in univariate analysis for outcome scores for
independent life. Perioperative and postoperative objective factors as length of
surgery, blood loss and complications did not predict outcome in the
multivariate analysis for any age group. Patients´ assessment of change in
balance function was the only neurological factor that showed significance
both in univariate and multivariate analysis in both age cohorts. While SF36
scores were lower in surgically treated patients in relation to nomograms for
the general population they did not correlate significantly to WC and IL.
In this paper, we introduced a new outcome measures like: Work capacity and
independent life with satisfactory statistical significant factors that correlate
well with these new outcome measures.
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Paper 2: A patient assessed morbidity to evaluate
outcome in surgically treated vestibular
schwannomas
All outcome instruments except EQ5D and paKPS showed a significant
decrease postoperatively. Only the facial nerve score (HB) differed
significantly between the retrospective and prospective cohorts.
In
multivariate analysis age correlated to work capacity, gender and tumor
diameter to the patient assessed morbidity score and tumor diameter plus
duration of surgery to HB facial nerve score. Out of the 16 components of the
patient assessed morbidity score, hearing dysfunction, tear dysfunction,
balance dysfunction and eye irritation were most often reported. In multivariate
analysis gate correlated with EQ5D, paKPS and WC while balance correlated
to the EQ5D and paKPS. Both paMS and EQ-5D correlated significantly to
WC and paMS, EQ5D and paKPS all correlated intrinsically.
We could introduce a patient assessed morbidity score and a patient assessed
performance score as a new concept for comparison with the other outcome
measures.

Paper 3: Facial nerve repair after surgery of
vestibular schwannomas: long term outcomes
The disease specific scores showed a moderate facial dysfunction (HB=4,
SB=34, MS=4) in the treated patients while the patient visual analogue score
was surprisingly high for the treated group but only partially correlated to the
other facial scales assessed by the physician. The generic outcome
measurements for the treated group were comparable, or even better than for
the control group. Although not statistically significant the patients treated with
direct nerve anastomosis showed a trend towards better facial outcomes.
This work is the only paper in literature dealing with all these outcome
measures for same cohort.
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Paper 4: Effect of preoperative vestibular nerve
deafferentation by Gentamicin on outcomes in
patients with surgically treated vestibular
schwannomas
The treated group did generally not show any significant difference in
outcomes in comparison with control groups except for the group with
predominantly central balance symptoms. However, patient assessed balance
dysfunction showed a significant difference when comparing the treated group
with the whole control group.
In this paper, we tried to find out whether a specific preoperative intervention
could change outcome measures or not. Apparently it was not significantly
affecting outcome measures apart from balance dysfunction. However
additional data will be included in the analysis before completion of this study
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Conclusions

Concluding remarks
Paper 1
The SF 36 questionnaire did not correlate to outcome measures as work
capacity and independent life in patients undergoing surgery for vestibular
schwannomas. Females and patients above 50 years with larger tumors have a
high risk for reduced work capacity after surgical treatment. These results
question the validity of QOL scores in assessment of outcome after surgery of
benign skull base lesions.

Paper 2
Standard QOL and performance instruments may not be sufficiently
sensitive or specific to measure outcome at the cohort level after surgical
treatment of vestibular schwannomas. Work capacity is useful as an
outcome measure in younger patients but patient assessed morbidity
might be more useful in all patient groups. QOL, performance and
morbidity scores rank individual patients similar but the morbidity score
may yield more detailed information on symptoms that can be relevant
for rehabilitation and occupational training after surgery.
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Paper 3
The direct anastomosis method is preferable when possible. The patient
reported facial morbidity only partially correlates with the physician’s
assessment and should be included in outcome analysis of facial nerve injury.

Paper 4
Vestibular nerve deafferentation by gentamicin may lessen post- operative
balance problems without significant improvement of quality of life, work
capacity and other neurological morbidity

Future perspectives
The central question in evaluating outcome after treatment of CNS tumors and
specifically vestibular schwannomas is that singular neurological defects or
aspects of quality of life etc. may not reflect the overall impact on cognition
and performance that may afflict these patients.
Therefore we believe that outcome measures after vestibular schwannoma
surgery have to be standardized and reflect both cognitive, neurological,
quality of life and performance aspects of the patients. Tentatively the results
could be generalized for other benign skull base lesions. This has to be
evaluated in prospective controlled studies, using our newly introduced
outcome measures
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